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Abstract
In this paper, we describe HomeNetViewer, a system for
collecting, visualising and annotating domestic network
NetFlow records from a domestic network gateway.
HomeNetViewer is designed to collect ground truth data
which, enables the linking of users to low level network
traffic. We present our first annotated dataset from a real
household in the UK and the results of our preliminary
work to build a user identification system. Our initial
classifier achieves a true-positive rate of 64% with
false-positive rate of 28% when compared to the ground
truth annotations. This work attempts to address the lack
of transparency and accountability within the domestic
network infrastructure by identifying the user behind the
device.
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Introduction
Home networks are now common place and have become
an unremarkable feature of everyday life [3]. These
networks are used to access a vast array of content and
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services. However, despite their widespread deployment,
the management, configuration and control of this
resource imposes a significant technical burden. Domestic
networks have been criticised for their lack of
transparency and local accountability [4]. This lack of
transparency obstructs the process of policing usage and
troubleshooting problems on the network.
Policing and defining acceptable behaviour on domestic
networks is normally accomplished via locally negotiated
rules and norms. The lack of transparency and
accountability hinders the oversight of this process [9]. In
this work, we address the lack of transparency by
developing a system that identifies users interacting with
networked devices from the traffic they generate. Figure 1
provides an overview of the actors in the system for
interacting with remote applications over a domestic
network and the sources of data that we collect and
analyse.

Interventions by the HCI community have shown that
improving transparency enhances the user’s ability to
manage the domestic network. For example, Chetty et al
explore the issues around household bandwidth
management and the consequences of improving its
visibility within the household [1]. Their participants
indicated ”frustration, annoyance and general unhappiness
about the quality of service” when tasks they were
performing were affected. For example, media being
jittery or call quality using voice over IP being degraded”.
They explored participant’s theories and reasoning around
these reported problems before and after the introduction
of their technical probe (Home Watcher). They found
that exposing bandwidth usage, made the concept of
bandwidth more accessible to the household. Allowing
bandwidth to be discussed and reasoned about just like
any other household resource. This enabled users to
consider the fair sharing and usage of the network within
the normal politics of daily life.
Chetty et al, considers the reporting of bandwidth usage
at the device level, but householders develop rules around
the users of the household as their main point of
reference. For example, a rule generated might be: Alice
should not access Facebook before she has done her
homework. A simplistic solution to this problem is to
assume a one-to-one relationship between users and
devices. However, this is unlikely to hold as most devices
are seen as a shared resource with any family member
allowed to have access within the framework of locally
negotiated rules [7].

Figure 1: An overview of the actors in the system for
interacting with remote applications over a domestic network
(related work shown with a dotted line).
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Our goal is to explore the possibilities for detecting the
unique behaviours and traffic characteristics of users
within their NetFlow traces. This would enable the
automatic assignment of traffic to specific users, enabling
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reporting and control of the network using the ”user
behind the device” as the focus rather than the device
itself. Our work is related to the field of traffic
classification in core and backbone networks [6], but has
two main differences. First, our target classification is
different. Core and backbone network traffic classification
focuses on assigning traffic to classes of use to trained
network professionals, often based on network protocols,
which are of limited use to domestic users. Second, our
viewpoint is different; we capture flows for a single
household rather than the flows of numerous unconnected
users.
Our work is also related to that of Herrmann et al. who
study the re-identification of users from the point of view
of a passive attacker, with the ability to monitor Domain
Name System (DNS) requests [5]. They use data
containing DNS records for more than 3600 users from
the student living accommodation at their university,
collected over a two month time-frame. Herrmann et al.
assume that a single IP address in the dataset is linked to
one user, which is valid for their data as each user is
assigned a static IP for their room. However, they note
that some noise is present in their data due to students
visiting friends using devices they do not own. They build
profiles for each user over a 24-hour period and test a
number of classifiers and filtering techniques (sub-linear
transform, normalisation, inverse document frequency).
Their best reported classifier can re-identify 85.4% of
DNS requests to users.
The first challenge we address is how to collect a valid
ground truth dataset linking NetFlow data to users within
the domestic environment. To this end, we designed
HomeNetViewer to collect, visualise and annotate network
data within the home. We describe HomeNetViewer in
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the next section. Then, we report some results from our
preliminary investigations conducted with NetFlow traces
collected in a previous study, annotated retrospectively
using HomeNetViewer by one occupant of the household.

System Design
Our tool HomeNetViewer has been designed to achieve
three goals. First, we wish to allow domestic users an
improved view into to their household’s network usage,
beyond bandwidth as explored in [1]. Secondly, we wished
to collect information on the types and ownership of
devices on the network to start to unpack device sharing
within the home. Thirdly, we wish to collect the ground
truth from users regarding who was using a device at a
particular time and what activities caused the traffic that
they can see. This approach is similar to that recently
taken by Costanza in their exploration of domestic energy
usage [2]. Figure 2 shows an overview of the system
described below.

Figure 2: An system overview of HomeNetViewer data
collection and annotation platform.
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and Bittorrent often left clues in the HTTP logs that they
were in use. These clues take the form of either visits to
related websites (e.g. torrent search engines) or accessing
interface components and/or software updates over
HTTP (e.g. Skypes interface is an embedded web page).

Figure 3: Final annotation interface for a single device.

Our system was built around the Homework router
platform [8] which, provided reliable routing and data
logging functionality. Early attempts at visualizing the
data quickly became cluttered and overloaded with
technical data like port number, IP address and MAC
address. It was clear that we needed to reduce the
complexity of the data to build a usable visualization. We
noted that over 53% of traffic was on port 80 with
another 6% on port 443. These correspond to Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and HTTP Secure (HTTPS)
respectively. The other 41% of traffic was distributed
widely over 57 thousand other ports. For example, DNS
(port 53) accounted for just 0.7% of flows. For this reason
it was decided to focus the interface on exploring HTTP
traffic rather than traffic on all ports. HTTP also has the
advantage that users are somewhat familiar with its main
identifying feature, the Uniform Resource Locator (URL)
and the host/domain names contained within them.
HTTPS was not included as the encryption prevented the
extraction of the required data from the packets as they
passed through the router. It was also observed that
non-HTTP activity on the network, for example, Skype
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Figure 4: Host/domain annotation interface

We constructed an interface to visualise the data and
collect annotations, including; device ownership, device
usage and user activity ground truth annotations. It
consisted of a set of time-lines one for each device
connected to the network. Each set of time-lines was
labelled with the device hostname where available, or the
device MAC address if no hostname was captured. The
devices could be renamed by the users to a more human
friendly name if required. It was also possible to assign an
owner to each of the devices in the interface. The
timelines represented Wi-Fi RSSI bandwidth (inbound and
outbound) and annotated HTTP visits along with
annotations added by the users (see Figure 3). Any
section of the time line is selectable and the users can
apply a number of annotation types to the selected time
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range. These are:
Host/Domain activity tags: a nested list of all the hosts
that were contacted in the selected time frame grouped by
domain name (see Figure 4). Where users were instructed
to examine the list to find domain/hostnames that they
recognised. They were then asked to add ”tags”, relating
to the activity most likely to have caused them to visit
that domain/host. Tags are entered as free text but a list
of previously entered tags is displayed to improve
consistency and reduce duplication. Host/Domain user
tags: it was noted that some hosts/domains have a
strong link to an individual in the household so this data
was also collected. Search activity tags: View and
assign search terms to activities. Search user tags: View
and assign search terms to users. Free user: Annotate
the time-lines with who was using a device at a given time
Free activity: Annotate the time-lines with the activity
being performed at a given time.

Experimental set-up
Our initial experiment was developed using five months of
traffic captured within a single-family household in mid
2012 using the Homework router platform [8]. The
household consisted of two adults of working age with two
children at secondary school. These traces were collected
from 24 devices. A breakdown of these can be seen in
table 1. The traces contained:
• 32.6 million IP flow records, 15.6 million in and 17.0
million out the imbalance is due to failed
connections.
• 17.1 million HTTP requests.
• 32 million RSSI readings.
• 23 thousand DHCP lease requests.
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Using the interface described above we instructed the
participant to annotate three weeks of network traces
from their household. This generated 547 annotations.
Table 2 shows which type of annotations were collected to
be used as the ground truth for our classifiers.
Device Type
Mobile phone
Desktop PC
Laptops
Tablets
Music players
Games consoles
Unknown

Num devices
4
2
4
6
2
1
5

Num flows (Millions)
0.4
11.3
9.5
7.1
0.1
0.8
2.7

Table 1: breakdown of the device in our dataset

Annotation Type
host/domain activity
host/domain user
Search activity
Search user
free user
free activity

Number of annotations
107
28
195
157
59
0

Table 2: Number of each type of annotation collected

Training the classifiers
Using the generated annotations, it has been possible to
perform a preliminary analysis to ascertain the feasibility
of using these annotations to assign traffic to users. The
annotations allowed the assignment of 99 thousand of the
2.9 million flows (33%) recorded on port 80 and 443 to
users, creating our ground truth dataset. We chose to
examine inbound and outbound flows separately, using
inbound flows to look for variations in the behaviour of
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end hosts and outbound flows to look for user behaviours.
This dataset allowed us to formulate a simple supervised
machine learning classification problem. We evaluated
several classifiers (Naive Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbors,
Random forest) and the tree based random forest classifier
provided the best initial results. The dataset was split into
to two sections the first 4000 flows per user were
designated as the training set and the remaining flows
were used to verify the resulting classifier. The classifiers
were trained on eight features extracted from the flow
records these were; number of packets, flow duration, time
since the last flow to same hosts, packet rate, average
packet bytes, source address or destination address and
destination port or source port. The next section presents
the results obtained using these classifiers.

applied a filter to remove overlapping annotations
between the users, keeping the annotation with the
highest class membership probability in each overlapping
set. After filtering 259 annotations remained These were
then compared back to the ground truth. Compared to
the ground truth annotations, we achieved a true-positive
rate of 64% and a false-positive rate of 28% across all
users and devices. Figure 5 shows the generated
annotations and the ground truth for two devices over a
14-day period. The top section of each graph gives an
indication of network activity in flows per minute; the
bottom section shows the ground truth annotations in
blue, with the generated annotation red. The topmost
figure has areas of true-positive (green boxes) and
false-positive (red boxes) highlighted for illustration.

Experimental results
The classifiers were trained as set out in the previous
section and then used to classify the verification dataset.
Table 3 shows the accuracies achieved for each user
against the ground truth verification dataset at the
NetFlow level. Combining the in flow and out flow
classifiers using a simple mean improved the overall
accuracy for all but one user who showed a slight decrease
in classification accuracy. After the classifiers were trained
the combined classifier was used on the original unfiltered
dataset of 8.7 million flows to generate a set of automatic
user annotations. To generate the annotations, we set a
class membership cut-off of 25%. This cut-of, discarded
all results with a class membership probability less than
this threshold. The classifier assigned 41 thousand (35%)
flows to users.
After the flows were assigned to each user by the
classifier, the flows were grouped by time and new
annotations generated for each user per device. We then
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user1
user2
user3
user4

In flow (%)
46.6
37.7
51.0
78.9

Out flow (%)
49.8
37.9
52.0
77.8

Combined (%)
56.8
37.3
60.0
88.0

Table 3: Achieved classification accuracy on verification
dataset at NetFlow level

Discussion
In some cases, the flow classifiers are able to attain a
reasonable level of accuracy, for example, they achieve an
88% accuracy for user4. However, for some users, the
classifier achieves an accuracy only slightly above that of
random guessing. The classifiers have particular difficulty
distinguishing between user2 and user3. User2 and user3
were teenage girls of similar age. We believe this
confusion is due to them having related interests and
hence visiting a large number of similar websites. While
we have shown for some users that this technique can
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provide reasonable results the accuracy of the classifiers
needs to be significantly improved before it would be
acceptable for deployment in a real system.

of our ground truth because it was not always apparent to
our participant who caused the observed traffic. Hence,
some sections of the traffic are un-annotated. These
un-annotated sections can be seen in Figure 5 as periods
of high traffic without any annotations. Within the
un-annotated sections of traffic it is imposable to
calculate the accuracy of the generated annotations as we
do not have the required ground truth for comparison.
Several sources of noise have been identified within the
data which, may have a impact on the accuracy of the
classification. One source of noise originates from the
underlying structure of web based applications. A
single-page visit will download many resources (html,
images, js and css), generating many flows per page view.
Even if the page is customized to a user a significant
number of the resources related to the operation of the
site will be identical between users. Therefore, only a
small number of flows for a particular site visit will provide
useful information to the classifiers. We also observed a
large number of the generated annotations were at times
when only automatic traffic was observed (e.g. windows
update and ICloud backup). We attribute this to
automatic traffic being present as noise in the classifier
training set. Filtering out these common flows and
removing automated traffic before classification may lead
to a better result. How to achieve this and whether it will
have any impact on accuracy is still an open question.

Figure 5: Generated annotations compared to ground truth for
two devices over 14 days

The human annotations collected for this analysis
occurred a significant time after the acquisition of the
data. This passage of time affected the quality and density
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Our classifiers also worked across all devices on the
network. This may have a bearing on accuracy as different
devices generate distinctive traffic patterns for visits to
the same web application. For example, a mobile
optimised website may deliver different content to mobile
and desktop clients. Hence, training one classifier per
device may prove beneficial. Another approach to improve
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accuracy would be to change the way the classifiers
operate. Currently, our classifier considers a single flow at
a time. A better strategy may be to look at several flows
at once, for example, grouping flows by time and using
multiple flows as a single observation.

Conclusion and future work
We have presented our preliminary work exploring how to
identify the user actively using a device on a domestic
network from NetFlow records captured by the household
gateway. We have described our system for collecting,
visualizing and annotating NetFlow data in the home to
generate a ground truth dataset. We also present results
of our initial classification work on this data. Although
the accuracy of our classifiers is disappointing for some
users, it shows promise for others achieving an 88%
accuracy for one of our test subjects. Compared to the
ground truth annotations our system attained a
true-positive rate of 64% and a false-positive rate of 28%
showing potential but with room for improvement.
We wish to continue this work by exploring the
possibilities for improving the accuracy outlined in the
discussion and collecting further ground truth data from a
number of different households to validate the method.
We would also like to perform a longer study to examine
the stability of the classifiers over time. If this method
can be perfected it will enable new possibilities for
communicating information about the domestic network
infrastructure to users, improving transparency and
accountability facilitating the local negotiation of rules
and acceptable behaviours within the home.
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